Get Stealthwatch up and running in no time

Our Cisco Professional Services engineers have the technical knowledge and expertise to help you execute your Stealthwatch deployment, allowing you to obtain maximum value for improved security. Our Professional Services team will work with you to verify your security goals and business outcomes with Stealthwatch to ensure you optimize your existing network design.

As a result, you will receive:

- Conservation of internal resources and reduced deployment time allowing you to focus on other business priorities and requirements.
- Expert guidance on configuring Stealthwatch to suit your specific needs. Examples include: setting of alarms and thresholds to recommended values such as Concern Index for alarm thresholds, preliminary host group structure, or number and type of alarm categories to implement.

Benefits

- Accelerate your Cisco® Stealthwatch deployment time and increase your return on investment.
- Learn from highly skilled Cisco Stealthwatch experts throughout your services engagement and in a 2–4 hours post-implementation knowledge transfer session.
- Implement and configure up to five of your most important alarms precisely to your specifications. This includes the creation of customized reports that detail alarm activity, providing you with a detailed audit trail.
Deploy Stealthwatch with confidence

The Stealthwatch Deployment Service allows network and security teams to closely align their security strategy and business objectives with Stealthwatch. This service helps you deploy and integrate Stealthwatch into your network infrastructure, to provide you with the initial configuration, general tuning, and report configuration to successfully run Stealthwatch.

Tune alarms to increase fidelity

In today’s world of advanced persistent threats, it’s difficult to keep up with all of the activity in your network. False alarms can be numerous and time consuming to resolve. Our Professional Services team can set up initial tuning dials in alarms to reduce false positives, so, when alarms do fire, you have a high degree of confidence that require attention, allowing you to focus on only the clearly identified threats in your network.

Configure reports to gain contextual awareness

Report generation is one of the hallmarks of Stealthwatch. Configuring reports, such as top-host reports, can include top communication by amount of data, frequency of visits to a destination, or the number of conversations by a host. This data can be extremely valuable for the contextual orientation of what’s occurring on your network.

Success is often determined at the very beginning of a project. By taking advantage of our deployment service you can set yourself up for success. Within a few hours of working alongside your Cisco Professional Services expert, you’ll have the needed tuning and configurations in place to get Stealthwatch operational quickly. Your benefits will include greater internal network visibility, threat detection capabilities, and a faster return on your investment.

“… It’s very rare that you have a company just reach out to you and say, ‘Hey, you got our product. Now let us help you be successful.’”

Phillip P.
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